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A Shaken Spirituality and the Nepal Earthquake

Nancy brought this question to me before the last class, “Doesn’t Nature 
seem indifferent, even cruel, sometimes?”  This question is one of those 
major shakers that disturb any romanticized (or spiritualized) view of the 
natural world.  

Muir famously described his experience of a large earthquake in Yosemite 
Valley in March, 1872 (see The Yosemite, 1914).  He becomes almost 
ecstatic, shouting, “A noble earthquake!”  He centers his attention on the 
creative side of the destruction, “as if Nature were wrecking her Yosemite 
temple, and getting ready to build a still better one.”  He asked a member of 
the Yosemite tribe what made the ground shake.  The terrified native only 
said, “No good; no good” (think of the residents of Kathmandu standing 
before their ruined temples).  

Muir tried to calm those around him who were fearful by saying it was only 
Mother Nature bouncing them on her knee.  The geologist in him was 
delighted.  

“Come, cheer up; smile a little and clap your hands, now that kind Mother 
Earth is trotting us on her knee to amuse us and make us good.”

Muir reflects how his joke failed in the face of so much fearfulness:

“[My] well-meant joke seemed irreverent and utterly failed, as if only 
prayerful terror could rightly belong to the wild beauty-making.” 

“Kind Mother Earth.”  But what a jarring, jolting lap she has!  The boyish 
Muir even startles us at the end of his story with the words, “each and all 
are the orderly beauty-making love-beats of Nature’s heart.”  A nice, 
comforting thought.  Poetic words.  Yet, no one was killed that day.  Muir 
knew the deadly power of Nature and could anthropomorphize with the 
best of them.  However, he was a realist too.  He didn’t have a callous 
regard for life, human or otherwise.  It may simply be that the intention of 
his writing was to entertain and to evangelize for his gospel of beauty.  
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In The Mountains of California (1894), Muir entices people to the mountains 
with the almost playfully serious caution of the dangers.    

“True. . .a rock falling from the cliffs may crush without warning like 
lightning from the sky [but] these mountain mansions are decent, delightful, 
even divine, places to die in [since] for every unfortunate they kill, they cure 
a thousand.”

That’s the wild Muir talking!  The fearless mountaineer is calling fearful and 
fearfully city-bound people into the dangerously healthy wilderness.  But 
what if Louie and his daughters were there?  Would he take such a 
careless and carefree view?  Once again we’re reminded of his intent in 
these masterpieces of storytelling.

Burroughs was a bit more blunt.  He lived through the Civil War and WWI.  
He faced many deaths and had perhaps a more sensitive nature than Muir, 
at least in some areas.  He was troubled by pain, suffering and death.  Yet, 
he could be reflective and philosophical, ever guided by his poetic, 
scientific sensitivity.

In “Shall We Accept the Universe?,” the first chapter in his final book, 
Accepting the Universe (1920), he lays it right out for us,

“Are we not [human] enough to face things as they are?. . . .  Can we not 
rest content in the general beneficence of Nature’s Providence?  Must you 
and I have a special hold upon the great Mother’s apron strings?”

He’s asking the right questions, but what are we to do with them?  Ask 
more!  Live with the questions; and maybe die with them.

“I see the Nature Providence going its impartial way.  I see drought and 
flood, heat and cold, war and pestilence, defeat and death, besetting 
humanity at all times, in all lands.  I see hostile germs in the air we breathe, 
in the water we drink, in the soil we till.  I see the elemental forces as 
indifferent toward us as toward ants and fleas.”

Burroughs goes on to say he also sees the “immense biological vista,” our 
evolution and the good of Nature’s impartiality.  We have the potential to 
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make the best of the bad things that happen; we may even become heroic.  
Then, in an almost Muir-like celebration of the basic forces of life, 
Burroughs gives us this reality check:

“Behold the hell of contending and destructive forces out of which the earth 
came, and again behold the grinding and eroding forces, the storms and 
earthquakes and eruptions and disintegrations that have made it the green 
inhabitable world that now sustains us!”

Is this satisfying?  Can we live with that?  Don’t we have to?

He says he doesn’t want “Providence” (The Eternal Energy) to be attentive 
to humans.  It has to be enough that we are “provided for” with a home and 
life—life that includes suffering and death.  As hard as it is to accept, 
according to the Sage of Slabsides, “Out of the sea of impersonal energy 
comes our personalities.”

In JB’s naturalistic view, we need to move forward in our thinking—we need 
to grow up.  Our world can no longer be understood as children looking up 
for the Parent in the Sky to care for us and protect us.  John ends his first 
chapter of his last book with these challenging words:

“What I am trying to get rid of is the pitying and meddling Providence which 
our feeble faith and half-knowledge have enthroned above us.  We need 
stronger meat than the old theology affords us.  We need to contemplate 
the ways of a Providence that has not been subsidized; we need 
encouragement in our attitude of heroic courage and faith toward an 
impersonal universe; we need to have our petty anthropomorphic views of 
things shaken up and hung out in the wind to air.  The universe is not a 
schoolroom. . .nor a benevolent institution . . .  it is a work-a-day field where 
we learn from hard knocks, and where the harvest, not too sure, waits upon 
our own right arm.”    

We have work to do.  The physical and intellectual harvest (of industry and 
ideas) depends on “our own right arm” and our own right thinking—as 
creatures come of age, fed with stronger, more sustaining “meat.”  Part of 
our harvesting work as we emerge from adolescence as a species is to 
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face the most difficult questions without allowing them to freeze the crops in 
our field.  

What can a natural spirituality say in the face of suffering and death?  Very 
little, it appears.  The alternative is to throw words and explanations, creeds 
and theologies, “answers” and meaning at the forces of Nature we want so 
desperately to understand.

What do we do when we wake up with painful awareness of the mountain 
people of Nepal whose towns and temples are now in ruins or the poets— 
the Malcolms—who live under our freeways or the last rhinos and 
elephants?  What do we do or say when we’re shaken by the vision of a 
world quaking and crumbling with injustice, cruelty and killing?  What can 
we do or say—how can we live in the midst of such uncontrolled, impartial 
wildness?

Maybe all we can do is keep asking common questions, while we 
collaborate to help in any way we can, while we feel for those who suffer, 
while we recognize our own frail yet resilient humanity in others and in our 
own life temblors and fractured fearfulness.  We keep asking and 
wondering and being uncomfortable with comfortable answers, even while 
we hold to any goodness and beauty we can find.  All we can be is human.

Chris Highland
April 2015

For further reflection (emphases are the instructor’s):

The “Welcome Nepal” website describes the interweaving of beliefs of the 
people:

“Nepal was declared a secular country by the Parliament on May 18, 
2006. Religions practiced in Nepal are: Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, 
Christianity, Jainism, Sikhism, Bon, ancestor worship and animism. The 
majority of Nepalis are either Hindus or Buddhism. The two have co-
existed in harmony through centuries. Buddha is widely worshipped by both 
Buddhists and Hindus of Nepal. The five Dhyani Buddhas; Vairochana, 
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Akshobhaya, Rathasambhava, Amitabha and Amoghasiddhi, represent the 
five basic elements: earth, fire, water, air and ether.”

Nature writer Richard Conniff writes in the Yale Environment blog:

“The people who live in the Himalayas—roughly 2 percent of the world’s 
population—speak 17 percent of the world’s languages, many of them 
highly endangered. It’s a measure of the complexity of the region that the 
tallest of the Himalayan mountains goes by at least three names. To the 
outside world, it’s Mt. Everest, after an early surveyor general of India. To 
the Nepalese government, it’s Sagarmatha, or “forehead of the sky,” a 
name coined in the 1950s to counter cultural homogenization by the 
outside world. But that name itself turned out to be an inadvertent act of 
cultural homogenization: to the indigenous communities living around it, the 
mountain has long been known as Jomolangma, after a benevolent 
goddess thought to live there.” 

A National Geographic article explains the Sherpa beliefs:

“Sherpas did not venture into the high peaks until European 
mountaineers began arriving to climb in the world's greatest mountain 
range. Mount Everest, known as Chomolungma or "Goddess Mother of 
the Land" to Tibetan language speakers like the Sherpas, was long 
revered as an abode of the gods. Its slopes were considered off-limits 
to humans.  Although Everest now sees many a human footprint, the 
Sherpas still regard the mountain as a holy place. All modern expeditions 
begin with a Puja ceremony in which Sherpas and other team members 
leave offerings and pay homage to the gods of the mountain, hoping to 
remain in their good graces throughout the climb.”

An Avalanche of Questions from this present tragedy:

-How do we make sense of devastation when it strikes “holy land”?
-The mountains and land in Nepal are seen as gods and goddesses.  What 
does a natural event say about the “supernatural” meaning or the religious 
explanation?  
-What do people say about the cause of this earthquake?  Karma?  
Punishment?  Testing?  A Lesson?

http://environment.yale.edu/envy/stories/a-benevolent-goddess-begins-to-melt/
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2002/05/0507_020507_sherpas.html
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-Is there a parallel with people in America who respond to natural disasters 
with “this is God’s will” or “God is unhappy with us,” “by the grace of God I 
was saved,” (implying those who died did not have that “grace”), etc.?
-What questions are shaken up for you?


